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[11:56]  Metatron through Joan: 

Greetings, Beloveds, It is I, Metatron.  I am delighted to be speaking with you today. 
 

Much was asked of you during this last year of your time, not only these last many 

months, but in this Conference, in this Light Conference.   
 

We asked you to join us, the full Crucible of every member.  And you responded and 

said, “Yes!  We will come and we will gather with you.  And we will receive these 

massive Light Templates that you are helping us to receive in the Quantum Field.” 
 

You took it seriously.  And you sat in Silence to receive.  You have continued to integrate 

in the Silence of your homes and your environment.  And this is soooo important in the 

months coming forth. 
 

I do not want to discuss with you the upheaval and clearing that is taking place 

worldwide and within all human communities.  What I am here to discuss is what you 

bring to the table, Beloveds.  You bring a massive influx of Light through your body.   

As Joe has said earlier in the conversation, we asked you, in 2016, to hold stably that  

5th Dimensional Light Template in your physical body.  And you did just that, as best you 

could.  And as the years transpired in your time, you could hold it even more stably and 

more Light-filled. 
 

Now, you are capable of holding not only the Stability but the Electro-Magnetic Field 

around your body and impact you personally and collectively impact the Electro-

Magnetic Field of the Earth, itself, because you are part of the human community.   

You are part of the physical realm. 
 

So, now you not only transmit in stability that 5th Dimensional Light Template, but you 

transmit it with the influence of not only the 5th, but the 6th and the 7th Dimensional 

Light Templates, which you have retrieved and are functioning and being downloaded 

throughout this coming year.  They are that massive. 
 

I want to talk about that 6th Dimensional Light Template and the importance of the 

Equilibrium and the changes that have taken place within your mental-emotional body.  

And as you transmit the fullness of this Equilibrium from your 6th Dimensional Light 

Template, you begin to also transmit it, in the Quantum Field, to all humans on Earth 

and to the Earth, itself, changing the way in which you are able to use your mental-

emotional body in the highest expression of your Divinity.   
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[16:20]  This is what you have accomplished.  It’s not finished!  It will take this full year 

to fully integrate that.  But you are well on your way.  And we want to tell you how 

appreciative our Community is with the impact that you are having on all humans and 

on the Earth, itself.  

 

And of course we cannot leave out that 7th Dimensional Light Template of Love and 

Unity, and the Element of Love, and the importance of establishing that in full 

Equilibrium within your mental-emotional body and the mental-emotional body of all 

humans on Earth at this time.  The Element of Love is of prime importance, so that no 

human consciously moves backwards or creates unlike themselves as a Spirit, as a 

SoulSpirit, as a Divine Image. 

 

So, these are very important Light Templates, Beloveds, that you are capable of 

transmitting to the world, to all humans.   

 

Now, the second thing I want to talk about is the importance of that 12th Dimensional 

Imprint on the Elementals.  That influence on the current functioning of the Elemental 

Community was massive, because it begins to put them in touch with their original 

state, their original purpose for creating Beauty, Harmony, Love, Unity in a physical way 

for the Planet Earth and for all humans.   

 

So now, they can begin the work at hand to create a new world, a new human iteration, 

not only in the 5th Dimension, but the 5th, 6th, 7th Dimension, because of this Imprint that 

has been established within that Community and within the Christed Matrix.  It had a 

big impact on that Christed Matrix. 

 

During this meeting and also during all future meetings, as a Collective Consciousness, 

all humans, all parts of this Seating of the Divine Community, the Crucible – which are 

the Arcturians, the Pleiadians, the Sirians, the Archangelic League of many Planets, the 

Archangelic Realm, the Ascended Master Realm, the Lords of Light, the Elohim – all 

parts of our Community join together, in the Quantum Field now, for these various 

transmissions and for the reception of various Teachings that will be implemented 

before the close of this Seating of the Divine session and the completion of this portion 

of this 5-year portion of the Seating of the Divine Image -- because you have 

accomplished that! 
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[20:21]  So, I want you to gather with me now. 

 

Take a deep breath and join with me in the Quantum Field….. 

Take a deep breath as you enter  

 and you know and are aware of the full components of this Crucible 

 in the Quantum Field….. 

 

This Quantum Field is now becoming more familiar to you – the vast Colors, the 

unlimited creative possibilities, the Sound Currents, the beautiful Harmonic Sounds that 

emanate from this Field.  And the Beauty and the Light…..   

 

The Undifferentiated Light of the All That Is is all part of this massive, massive Quantum 

Field.   

 

It enables you to be physically present within the Quantum Field but also physically 

present within your communities and within the Earth itself.  So you are absolutely able 

to function in two worlds simultaneously, as you familiarize yourself with this Quantum 

Field.   

 

It only takes your intention to move into it….. 

 

And in the Silence of your Being, you are there – with us……….. 

 

 

 

So now, I invite Joe and Kathleen to continue with their presentations. 

 

 

 

 

 


